Date: October 12, 2006
Time: 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.
Location: CSU-Stanislaus, SSB Conference Room - 128

I. Welcome

II. Approve the August 9, 2006 and September 14, 2006 Meeting Minutes

III. SI Discussion Items:
   a) Increasing communication between faculty and SI leaders
   b) Determining if it is necessary to maintain anonymity between student participants and faculty
   c) SI leader recruitment
   d) SI attendance and strategies to increase participation
   e) Function of learning aids
   f) Students participating in SI sessions from non-targeted courses
   g) How to share information, particularly with instructors, anonymity issues, etc.

IV. Quick tutorial on the regional server files.

V. Math Learning Aids

VI. Budget
   a) Using carry-over funds to incorporate SI in other classes

VII. Updates / Reports from Institutions
   a) Merced College Stats
   b) Modesto Junior College Stats

VIII. Other